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SUMMARY

Are you LOCATIONALIZED was developed in response to ideas around 
location and audience that come into play when contemporary art is 
commissioned in places that are perceived as geographically remote. The 
project is a development in the collaborative contemporary art practice 
of Joanne Tatham and Tom O’Sullivan (Tatham is a Reader  
at The Royal College of Art).
 
The research aimed: to challenge conventions and disrupt expectations 
surrounding art produced in purportedly remote locations; to challenge 
and critique notions of specialness that can attach themselves to 
particular locations; and to produce a singular artwork that incorporated 
a number of disparate strategies and forms over geographically 
separated locations.
 
The project is framed by current critiques of site-specificity and the 
practice of context-specific contemporary art (MacKay, 2020 and Fisher, 
2015). It engages with recent debates around curatorial practice and 
exhibition interpretation (Phillips, 2015 and Wade, 2017).

The project utilised a number of strategies and forms that together 
explored the research questions. Two outdoor painted structures (one 
with an audio element) were positioned against existing architecture 
on the islands of Skye and North Uist, interrupting their contexts and 
positing fugitive and alternative possibilities. A text and a sequence of 
photo-works were positioned as an antagonistic archive within Taigh 
Chearsabagh Museum and Art Gallery on North Uist. A further series  
of texts explored ways in which a viewer might navigate around, and 
think about, these elements.

It was commissioned by ATLAS Arts for GENERATION: 25 years of 
Contemporary Art, a nationwide survey convened by the National 
Galleries of Scotland in Edinburgh and Glasgow Life. GENERATION 
was an engagement with the recent history of contemporary Scottish art, 
identifying key works and artists from 1989 onwards. In 2016 the work 
won the inaugural Saltire Temporary Art in Public Places award. 
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TIMELINE

Are you LOCATIONALIZED took place on the Islands of Skye and North 
Uist from 1st August to the 30th September 2014. The commission 
included a sequence of visits to Skye and North Uist between August 
2013 and July 2014, during which a number of research strategies and 
approaches were devised and developed.
 
The project was awarded £70,000 by Creative Scotland with a further 
award from Outset, Scotland.

Above and Left:  

Are you LOCATIONALIZED  

(installation view)
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RESEARCH CHALLENGE

ATLAS Arts approached Tatham and O’Sullivan to undertake this 
commission after having seen an earlier proposal the artists had made 
for the 2012 Cultural Olympiad. The curator of ATLAS Arts, Emma 
Nicholson, responded to the context-specific and potentially satirical 
aspect of this proposal, and how aspects of it might be developed in the 
Hebrides. The initial commission brief was to develop the artwork in 
relation to the annual Highland Games in Portree, Isle of Skye.
The context of these games was taken as a starting point and then 
developed further when Taigh Chearsabagh, Arts Centre on North Uist, 
became partners in the project. 

The context of the commission therefore provided an opportunity 
to produce a complex, multi-faceted artwork that could challenge 
conventions around site-specific art, and ideas around location and 
audience that such conventions can sometimes presume. 

Right: Are you LOCATIONALIZED 

(installation view)
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CONTEXT

The collaborative practice of Tatham and O’Sullivan was instigated 
in 1995 and has been on-going for the last 25 years. The project also 
developed the use of existing outdoor architectural features into 
the structure of the artwork and developed further how models of 
interpretative material could be built within the work. A central and 
on-going concern within the collaboration is how such a practice 
can question notions of individual authorship. All elements of the 
conceptualisation, production and negotiation of the project are co-
authored. Such collaborative and collective practice is becoming 
increasingly relevant as an antidote to hierarchical structures within 
contemporary art (De Watcher, 2017 and Burrows, 2010).

Are you LOCATIONALIZED took place during a research sabbatical, 
which allowed for an intensive period of research development.  
Both Are you LOCATIONALIZED and DOES THE IT STICK (also 
submitted as a REF output) were produced in the same year with 
the former project developing some ideas from the latter. Are you 
LOCATIONALIZED developed the model of a complex composite 
artwork by including two geographically remote contexts/sites within 
the same work. The project also developed the use of existing outdoor 
architectural features into the structure of the artwork, and developed 
further how models of interpretative material could be built within the 
work.

The project is situated in the field of site/context specific contemporary 
art practice. The work posits a model of antagonism, dis-location and 
fiction-making as strategies for engagement, drawing on practitioners 
such as Hirshhorn and Fusco, and theorists such as Burrows & 
O’Sullivan and Fisher (Hirshhorn, 2011, Fusco, 2015, Burrows and 
O’Sullivan, 2019, Fisher, 2015). This approach builds on histories of 
critical practice that includes institutional critique and conceptual art, 
together with narrative devices and strategies of figuration. This is then 
brought to bear on a context often deemed to be outside of such debates.

The repetition and particular development of certain forms across both 
Are you LOCATIONALIZED and DOES THE IT STICK is a deliberate 
strategy from within the collaborative practice. This reiterative process 
foregrounds a model of contemporary art practice that is in dialogue 
with its own structures for making meanings, as well as the meanings 
made within the particular project context. As such, as well as being 
relevant within debates around site and context specific contemporary 
art, the project – and model of practice – is relevant within wider debates 
in relation to post-conceptual art. As a public exhibition the project was 
also developed to be relevant to the community of visitors on Skye and 
North Uist.
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METHODS AND PROCESSES 

The project employed a number of methods, processes and strategies  
to undertake its research aims. These included:

• The positioning of two highly decorative painted structures as 
temporary disruptions/re-imaginings of two existing historic 
buildings. Both disruptions/re-imaginings were specific to the 
context of each of these buildings, and both were attempts to posit 
new, or uncover existing, fugitive contexts. 
 
The C19th Apothecary Tower was built on ‘The Lump’ the grassy 
headland above Portree on the Isle of Skye. The Tower is perceived 
as a local heritage landmark despite its neglect and obvious focus for 
vandalism and as a site for nocturnal juvenile activities. The painted 
decorative structure alluded to this fugitive context whist also  
re-investing the Tower as the folly it was originally built as. 
 
The Dairy is adjacent to Taigh Chearsabagh Art Gallery and 
Museum in Lochmaddy on North Uist. Taigh Chearsabagh was 
established as an Art Centre in 1993 and exemplifies the tensions 
between inhabitants native to North Uist and those who have come 
to the island seeking a more creative or connected lifestyle. The 
decorative scheme alluded to such desires whilst simultaneously 
positing an aesthetic that was in confrontation to the representational 
conventions evident in the Art Centre.

Above and below:

Are you LOCATIONALIZED 

(installation view)
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• The audio component for the gable-end structure was a spoken text, 
constructed from a cut-up process of artist statements and tourist 
information from North Uist found through internet search engines. 
This was annunciated, and printed (on one of the posters), in the 
convention of a long poem to disrupt conventional expectations of 
this form also apparent in the Art Centre. The text was spoken by a 
voice actor in an affected English accent to further foreground the 
existing tensions within the context.

Above and Right:

Are you LOCATIONALIZED 

(poster detail)
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• A sequence of seventeen photo-works were positioned within 
Taigh Chearsabagh Museum and Art Gallery. These photo-works 
depicted existing outdoor artworks in two distinct locations – the 
Uists and Loughborough Unversity Campus. The conflation of 
these two particular archives was a strategy to undermine the sense 
of specialness that can attach itself to art in a Hebridean context. 
A further strategy was to exhibit the photo-works not only in the 
gallery spaces, but throughout the Art Centre – including café and 
corridor spaces. This was a device to situate the entirety of Taigh 
Chearsabagh as a site – rather then such works being contained only 
within the conventions of meaning set up by a gallery space.

The photo-works consisted of analogue printed silver-gelatin 
prints set within particular hand-made plywood box frames. These 
frames (utilised within previous research projects) are a strategy 
to foreground time and care in the production and display of 
an image. This allowed for a particular ethical dimension in this 
representation system, which balanced the more explicitly disruptive 
and antagonistic aspects of the artwork.

Above: Are you LOCATIONALIZED 

(installation view)

Above: Are you LOCATIONALIZED

(detail of photo-work)
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• The photo-works were accompanied by a text (as another one of the 
posters), which gave a caption and extended history for each public 
artwork depicted. This conflation allowed for each archive to further 
contextualise the other, in particular revealing the commonalities in 
the histories of commissioning such art. 

Right: Are you LOCATIONALIZED

(detail of poster)
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• Four posters were produced for a visitor to take away, either from 
the exhibition in Taigh Chearsabagh or from the ATLAS office 
in Portree. These were designed and printed in such a way as to 
aesthetically disrupt the normal conventions of interpretation printed 
material in this context. Two of the posters included texts already 
mentioned – the spoken-word poem and the extended photo-works 
captions. 
 
A further poster included a fictional conversation as a device to help 
visitors to navigate, and think around, the different elements of the 
artwork. The final poster was a colophon which represented all these 
elements together and so foregrounded the composite nature of the 
artwork.

Above left and right:

Are you LOCATIONALIZED

(detail of poster)

 

Below:

Are you LOCATIONALIZED

(installation view)
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DISSEMINATION

As a public exhibition the project was disseminated to the visitors on 
both the Isle of Skye and North Uist. A two-volume catalogue was 
produced for GENERATION: 25 years of Contemporary Art in Scotland, 
which provided wider historical context and individual essays on the 
selected artists.

Below: Generation Reader

The project received media coverage in both local and National press 
including The Guardian (‘Europe’s best outside art this Summer’ 
The Guardian, 14/08/14) and BBC news sites (BBC News Highlands 
and Islands, 14/08/14). Local press, in particular The West Highland 
Free Press News, captured something of the controversy and ensuing 
discussion the artwork initiated in relation to its treatment of a 
perceived heritage site. (‘Potree landmark “desecrated” by pink art 
installation’, The West Highland Free Press, 08/08/14).

Below, middle and right:

Local Media Coverage
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As well as the posters, the project was further disseminated through a 
programme of events and talks, curated by ATLAS arts that introduced 
and accompanied the artwork. 

Are you LOCATIONALIZED has also been the focus of study days for 
postgraduate curatorial students at Glasgow University/ Glasgow School 
of Art (21-22/10/14) and Edinburgh University (26/10/15). 

In 2016 the work won the inaugural Saltire Temporary Art in Public 
Places award. 

In 2017 the work was further contextualised within the publication 
‘Towards a City Observatory: Constellations of art, collaboration and 
locality’ (Collective, Edinburgh, ISBN 978-1-873653-18-0).

In 2018 the strategies and methods from Are you LOCATIONALIZED 
were developed for a project at MIMA, Middlesbrough, A Proposal To 
Ask Where Does A Threshold Begin & End, including the development 
of a large temporary outdoor figurative structure positioned against 
existing architecture; the production of a number of fictional texts as 
interpretative material within the structure of the artwork; and the 
positioning of photo-works as exploratory and provocative within  
the context.
https://visitmima.com/whats-on/single/joanne-tatham-and-tom-osullivan-a-proposal-
to-ask-where-does-a-threshold-begin-end/

Above right: Dissemination event

Right: Saltire Award Certificate

Project on ATLAS Arts website:
https://atlasarts.org.uk/projects/
generation-25-years-of-contemporary-
art-in-scotland/

Project on Taigh-chearsabhagh website:
https://www.taigh-chearsabhagh.org/
events/generation/

Project on Outset website (funder):
https://outset.org.uk/supported-projects/
joanne-tatham-tom-osullivan-atlas-arts-
generation-2014/

Saltire Temporary Art in Public  
Places award: 
https://www.saltiresociety.org.uk/awards/
arts/

https://visitmima.com/whats-on/single/joanne-tatham-and-tom-osullivan-a-proposal-to-ask-where-does-a-threshold-begin-end/ 
https://visitmima.com/whats-on/single/joanne-tatham-and-tom-osullivan-a-proposal-to-ask-where-does-a-threshold-begin-end/ 
https://atlasarts.org.uk/projects/generation-25-years-of-contemporary-art-in-scotland/
https://atlasarts.org.uk/projects/generation-25-years-of-contemporary-art-in-scotland/
https://atlasarts.org.uk/projects/generation-25-years-of-contemporary-art-in-scotland/
https://www.taigh-chearsabhagh.org/events/generation/
https://www.taigh-chearsabhagh.org/events/generation/
https://outset.org.uk/supported-projects/joanne-tatham-tom-osullivan-atlas-arts-generation-2014/
https://outset.org.uk/supported-projects/joanne-tatham-tom-osullivan-atlas-arts-generation-2014/
https://outset.org.uk/supported-projects/joanne-tatham-tom-osullivan-atlas-arts-generation-2014/
https://www.saltiresociety.org.uk/awards/arts/
https://www.saltiresociety.org.uk/awards/arts/
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